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ABSTRACT. We show that there does not exist an infinite sequence of 
vectors An in R d, d > 1, such that the corresponding exponentials e i(;~,~,x), 
x E R d, when considered on the unit ball B in Rd, are pairwise orthogonal 
in LZ(B) (B being endowed with Lebesgue measure). The weaker result 
that L2(B) does not have an infinite orthogonal base of exponentials has 
recently been established by A. Iosevich, N. Katz, and S. Pedersen in [2]. 
For d = 2 the present result was announced in the author's 1974 paper [1]. 
1. Introduct ion 
Let B = {x e Rd: IXl < 1}. For A = (A1,-..,/~d) e ]~d write 
= e x e B.  
Here, i = ~ and (A,x) = ,~txl + ' "  + AdXd for x = (Xl, . . . ,Xd) E B. 
For A, # E ~d with IA - #1 = Q one finds (see Section 3) 
\ 0 " Jd/2(O), (1) 
where dx refers to Lebesgue 
function of order d/2, cf. [3]. 
Jg/2(~) -- O. Accord ing  to  [3, 
Jd/2 (N = 1, 2 , . . . )  satisfies 
measure on ]R d and Jd/2 denotes the Bessel 
Thus ea and eu are orthogonal in L2(B) if] 
§15.53, p. 506], the N ' th  positive zero ~N of 
QN=~r N+ - -Sg,  ¢g= 8~r(N+~)  +O ~-5 • (2) 
The d + 1 vertices of a regular d-simplex in R d whose edge-length is a 
zero of Jd/2 determine of course an orthogonal family of exponentials in 
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L 2 (B). When d > 1 there presumably does not exist any orthogonal family 
of more than d + 1 exponentials since that would require the existence of 
non-trivial algebraic relations between two or more zeros of Jd/2, which is 
highly unlikely. We prove the following much weaker assertion: 
Claim. There does not exist an infinite subset A of ]~d, d > 1, such 
that the exponentials e~, A C A, are pairwise orthogonM in L2(B), or 
equivalently that every distance IA - #] between distinct points A, # of A 
is a zero of Yd/2. 
For d = 2 this was stated without proof in [1]. For any d >/2, Iosevich, 
Katz, and Pedersen recently established the weaker esult that L2(B) has 
no infinite orthogonal base of exponentials [2], and that induced me to 
write the present note. 
Acknowledgment. Thanks are due to Professor Steen Pedersen for reading 
a draft of this note and suggesting improvements of presentation. 
2. P roof  
With ex as defined in the beginning of Section 1 suppose (ex)~eA is an 
infinite orthogonal family in L2(B). Then, by Section 1, IA - p[ ~> 01 > 0 
for any two distinct 1, # in A, and so A is discrete, closed, unbounded, 
and countable. After translation we may assume that 0 C A. We arrange 
the elements of A in a sequence Ao, A1,..., Am...  so that Ao = 0 and 
[A,~] ~ tAn+ll. By passing to a subsequence (keeping Ao = 0) we achieve 
that IAnl < IAn+ll (n )  0). 
After passing to a further subsequence we may assume, by compactness, 
that the directions (n > 0) converge to a point of the unit sphere 
in R d. By an orthogonal transformation we may further arrange that the 
limit point is (1, 0 , . . . ,  0) and that the first coordinate (now denoted A(~ 1)) 
of A,~ satisfies A(~ 1) > 0 (n > 0). Note that for some integer N~ ) n (Nn 
increasing with n) we have 
I,X  I = own, n > o. (3) 
Step 1. A(1)/rr is an integer for every n. For fixed k > 0 write # = Ak. 
For n > k denote by On the angle between the vector AN and the A(1)-axis, 
and by an the angle between the vectors An and An - #. Then On -+ 0 
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and an --+ 0 as n -~ co, the former because A,~/tA,~ [ -~ (1 , . . . ,  0), and the 
latter because s inan < I~ l / l~ l  = I~r/0Nn by (a), and hence by (2) 
a,~=O(1/Nn) .  (4) 
If ~ denotes the angle between # and the A(1)-axis then ~ < ~/2 because 
p(1) = A(1) > 0. The angle fin between # and A~ is therefore ~ ~ + 0~, 
and so aN + f~n ~< an + ~ + 0,~ < 7~/2 for large n. For such n we thus have 
I,~1 > I'~n -- ~1- (5) 
By hypothesis there is an integer mn> 0 such that IAn - #1 = 0mn. 
Because IA~I = 0No by (3), it follows from (5) that 
Nn > m~, (6) 
and hence 
I,I/> IA~I- IA~ - ~1 = 0~o - 0n° = ~(N~ - .~. )  + O(1/.~n) 
by (2). In view of (6) this implies that Nn - m~ is bounded, and since 
N~ -+ c~ and hence m~ --+ c~ as n --+ oc, it follows that 
Nn 
- -  -~  1 as  n -+ oc .  
mn 
The orthogonal projection p .  of # on ]~n satisfies by (4), (2) 
Ip,,I = I ) 'n l -  I'~,~ -- ~1 cOSan 
= ~r(Nn - m,~) + O(1/Nn). 
For n -+ c~ we have IPn[ -+ #(1) since On -+ 0. Hence a := #(1)/~r = A(kl)/Tr 
is a positive integer, and 
N~ - m~ = a for large n. (7) 
This also shows that x~ := A(1)/7~ is indeed an integer for every n (take 
k=ni fn> 0). 
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Step 2. N,~O~ is unbounded, or equivalently, by (2): ON On is unbounded. 
Inserting the integer xn = A(1)/Tr (see end of Step 1) in (2) we obtain 
Xn 
1 1 
= = 1 sin 2 
- -  - -  &N,~ + 2~g~ sin2 • 
4 
If 02v0n were bounded then ~Nn sin2 ~ -+ 0, and since ¢g,  --+ 0, by (2), 
it would follow that 
O<-~r CN~+20N~sin 2 < ~ 
for large n, in contradiction with x~, Nn, and d -  1 being integers. 
Thus NnO,~ must indeed be unbounded, and we may therefore assume 
that NnOn --+ co as n --+ co. In particular, an < On for large n since Nnan 
is bounded, by (4). We may assume that an < 0n holds for all n > O. 
As in Step 1 write # = Ak for some fixed k > 0, and let ~o denote the 
angle between # and the A(1)-axis; then ~ = Ok > 0. By passing to a 
subsequence we arrange that 
an < On < ~ for all n > 0. (s) 
Step 3. On <. On for large n, when 0n denotes the angle between An - # 
and the A(1)-axis. Clearly, ]0,~ - 0,~[ ~ an. In the case d = 2 it is obvious 
that 0,~ ~< 0,~ for large n. Indeed, since 0~ > 0 we may assume that the 
second coordinate A(2) of An is, for example, positive for all n > 0; then 
A(n2) = OY~ sin 0n --+ ec, by Step 2, and so 0 < #(2) < A(2) holds for large 
n, along with 0, < ~, by (8). 
When d > 2 we may assume that all projections A~n = (A (2), . . . ,  A (d)) lie 
in a fixed solid cone of revolution F in ]R d-1 with vertex at 0 and opening 
angle Ir/6, say, because finitely many such cones cover ]R d-t  . Again, by 
(3) and Step 2, 
IA~[ -- IA,~I sinOn = QN~ sinOn --+ co. (9) 
The desired inequality 0n ~ 0n will now follow once we prove the inequality 
I Xk - #1 I.X' l- sine,  ( lo) 
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because ]A~ -#'1  = JAn -a J s in0 , ,  and the right hand side of (10) is 
positive for large n and equals the left hand side of the trivial inequality 
(I)~nl- I~1)sinOn < IAn- ~1 sin 0~. 
Inserting I~l = I#l/sin~ in (10) and taking squares reduces (10) to 
[#,12( 1 sin~0n) sin0n ~< 2(A~,#'). 
sin---  + 21zl I,'l sin 
Here (A~, #') t> [A~[ [#'l cos ~ because A~, #' E F, and it therefore suffices 
to note that the inequality 
holds for large n by (9) because sin On --4 0. 
Step 4. End of proof. Having established in Step 3 that 0n ~ 0n for 
large n, we write 0n = 0n--~n, whereby 0 ~< ~n ~< an. Now, #(1) = 
A(1) _ (A(1) _ #(1)) and therefore, by (3), (see end of Step 1): 
7ra = ON,~ cos On -- Ore,, COS On. 
Dividing by cos fin, then subtracting ~ra from both sides and rearranging, 
leads, after inserting 1 - cos ~n -- sin ~n tan ~,  to 
zra( 1 1) +0,~nsin~n(tanO,~-tan~) 
cos 0n 
* , /Vn / 
for large n by (7), (2). Since 0 ~< ~n ~< an < fin by (8), both terms on the 
left are >/0, and so 
cos 0n 1 = O , 
that is, On = O(1/Nn), which contradicts our finding in Step 2. 
This completes the proof of the Claim once the second equation in (1), 
Section 1 has been established. 
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3. Verification of the identity (1) 
To verify the second equation in (1) when d > 1, choose a coordinate 
system in ]~d so that A - # = (& 0, . . . ,  0), where 0 = IA -/~t- Integrating 
first with respect to the first coordinate xl of x E B we obtain, denoting 
by B' the unit ball in ]~d-1 
]: ei<:'-"~> dX = fBe{Q** dx = 2- ~ sin(Qv/1-1x'Ie) 
_ 2 2~r~ fo 1 or (d~ ) sin(0v/1 - r e) r d-e dr 
d- - i  7r 
2 2~r-r- fo~ - ~ ~,(a 1, sin(oc°sO) sind-2Oc°sOdO 
according to [3, §3.3, (7), p. 48]. 
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